ERM4CT 2015 Program

09:00 – 9:15 Welcome

09:20 – 10:00 Keynote David Traum “Do’s and Don’ts for Software Companions“

10:00 – 10:30 Coffee Break

10:30 – 12:00 Session Emotion Representations & Modelling (20’ + 10’) Chair: Kim Hartmann
- Emotion Unfolding and Affective Scenes: A Case Study in Spoken Conversations
- Recognising Emotional Evolution from Speech
- Automatic assessment of dimensional affective content in Turkish multi-party chat messages

12:00 – 13:30 Lunch Break

13:30 – 14:30 Session Applications towards Companion Systems (20’ + 10’) Chair: Albert Ali Salah
- Towards a Psycho-Cognitive Recommender System
- Can a Virtual Listener Replace a Human Listener in Active Listening Conversation?

14:30 – 15:00 Summary and Closing Discussion Chair: Ingo Siegert

15:00 – 15:30 Coffee Break

15:30 – 16:30 Joined ERM4CT and ASSP4MI Talk Laurence Devillers “The communication accommodation theory in Human-Robot Spoken Interaction”

16:30 – 17:00 Wrap-Up Discussion of ERM4CT and ASSP4MI Workshops